vivez sans frontières

vivere senza confini

at leve uden grænsen

leben ohne grenzen LIMITS

onbegrensde muligheder

Muévete sin límites
The küschall Champion is the reference for foldable wheelchairs, and this new generation sets the standard at the highest level. Experience the driving performance and the stability of a rigid wheelchair with all the advantages of a foldable one. New features are the high stability and stiffness.

Test users have already confirmed to us that the driving performance of this wheelchair is without doubt comparable to that of a rigid one. Stepless adjustable in many ways, the küschall Champion suits all types of user. With its unique horizontal folding mechanism, the küschall Champion is purely the first rigid wheelchair that folds.

**LEGEND**

1. **CONFIGURATION:** This wheelchair has an aluminium standard frame in the colour 'ivory white' combined with CPS arctic blue, removable carbon mudguards clothes-guards, standard slightly upholstered backrest, performance brakes, 4" Starec front wheels and high performance rear wheels with Schwalbe Marathon tyres and The Surge handrims.

2. **COMPACTNESS:** The unique horizontal folding mechanism turns this wheelchair into one of the smallest possible travelling chairs. With its compact size of 765 x 390 x 285 mm, fold the wheelchair and its backrest, remove the rear wheels, and it fits in the smallest of cars.

3. **STEPLESS ADJUSTABILITY:** With stepless adjustments at the front and the rear, and easy positioning of the centre of gravity (9 different seat positions and 5 backrest angles), the küchall Champion will always meet each individual’s specific needs. Side supporters also come in CPS when selected.

4. **BACKREST:** As a standard feature it includes a soft locking mechanism on the backrest so that it doesn’t open when folded.

**TECHNICAL DATA**

- **Frame angle**
  - 75°/85°
  - straight or tapered

- **Knee-to-heel length**
  - 320 – 500 mm
  - stepless adjustable

- **Reversing width**
  - 920 – 1230 mm

- **Total weight unloaded**
  - approx. 9.2 kg

- **Seat width**
  - 360 – 480 mm
  - in increments of 20 mm

- **Seat depth**
  - 340 – 480 mm
  - in increments of 20 mm

- **Seat height**
  - front: 450 – 540 mm
  - rear: 390 – 490 mm
  - stepless adjustable

- **Knee-to-heel length**
  - 320 – 500 mm
  - stepless adjustable

- **Backrest height**
  - 300 – 465 mm
  - in increments of 15 mm

- **Seat height**
  - front: 450 – 540 mm
  - rear: 390 – 490 mm
  - stepless adjustable

- **Backrest angle**
  - 76°/80.5°/85°/89.5°/94°

- **Total length**
  - 75°: approx. 930 mm
  - 85°: approx. 850 mm

- **Total weight w/out rear wheels**
  - approx. 6.7 kg

- **Total weight w/out rear wheels**
  - approx. 6.7 kg

- **Max. user weight**
  - 125 kg

- **Max. safe slope**
  - 7°